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Mitochondria to motion: optimizing oxidative phosphorylation
to improve exercise performance

ABSTRACT
Mitochondria oxidize substrates to generate the ATP that fuels muscle
contraction and locomotion. This review focuses on three steps in
oxidative phosphorylation that have independent roles in setting the
overall mitochondrial ATP flux and thereby have direct impact on
locomotion. The first is the electron transport chain, which sets the
pace for oxidation. New studies indicate that the electron transport
chain capacity per mitochondria declines with age and disease, but
can be revived by both acute and chronic treatments. The resulting
higher ATP production is reflected in improved muscle power output
and locomotory performance. The second step is the coupling of ATP
supply from O2 uptake (mitochondrial coupling efficiency). Treatments
that elevate mitochondrial coupling raise both exercise efficiency and
the capacity for sustained exercise in both young and old muscle. The
final step is ATP synthesis itself, which is under dynamic control at
multiple sites to provide the 50-fold range of ATP flux between resting
muscle and exercise at the mitochondrial capacity. Thus, malleability
at sites in these subsystems of oxidative phosphorylation has an
impact on ATP flux, with direct effects on exercise performance.
Interventions are emerging that target these three independent
subsystems to provide many paths to improve ATP flux and elevate
the muscle performance lost to inactivity, age or disease.
KEY WORDS: Magnetic resonance spectroscopy, Muscle
energetics, Mitochondrial coupling, P/O, Exercise efficiency,
Exercise capacity

Introduction

Mitochondria are the powerhouses of biological tissues. In muscles,
they link oxidation of substrates to phosphorylation that generates
ATP. The contractile fibers then use ATP to generate force and
motion. The role of mitochondria as the terminal sink for O2 in the
respiratory system that sets the limit to maximum O2 uptake at the
muscle level is well established (Weibel et al., 1991). A causal
pathway linking this oxidation to the phosphorylation that generates
ATP to fuel muscle force production and exercise performance is
also clear. However, less clear is the direct role that mitochondria
play in setting the limits to exercise performance. A few studies have
made this connection in human subjects using exercise-training
experiments, which are well known for raising the capacity for ATP
supply (Jubrias et al., 2001) and mitochondrial volume density
(Hoppeler et al., 1985). These studies show that a direct increase in
muscle performance results from the greater energy supply capacity
after endurance training. Thus mitochondria provide the bridge
between the pathways that delivery oxygen and the synthesis of ATP
that fuels muscle contraction and exercise performance.
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One path to elevate ATP supply to raise exercise performance is
to increase the mitochondrial content of muscle, as is typically
found in endurance training of young subjects (Hoppeler et al.,
1985). A second path is to improve the capacity for ATP generation
per mitochondrion by targeting the processes underlying ATP
supply. One such mechanism is the coupling of oxidation to
phosphorylation (mitochondrial coupling efficiency), which can be
improved to elevate ATP generation per O2 uptake. An example of
this improvement is the acute effect of dietary nitrate on
mitochondrial coupling efficiency, with direct effects on exercise
efficiency in humans (Jones, 2014; Larsen et al., 2007). Free nitrate
is released in the muscle cell by drinking beetroot juice, and acts via
the nitrous oxide pathway to elevate mitochondrial ATP synthesis
per O2 uptake (often expressed divided by 2 to yield the biochemical
term of P/O). After drinking beetroot juice, the human subjects
showing the largest increase in P/O had a correspondingly elevated
exercise efficiency (leg power output per O2 uptake) on a cycle
ergometer (Larsen et al., 2007). This link between mitochondrial
and exercise efficiencies is the predicted response based on the
thermodynamic connection between these processes (Whipp and
Wasserman, 1969). Thus it is possible to adjust the underlying
processes in oxidative phosphorylation to improve exercise
performance.
A second example of the malleability of oxidative
phosphorylation comes from the rapid effect of an antioxidant
targeted to the mitochondrion, SS-31, on the capacity of
mitochondria to generate ATP. A 1 h infusion of SS-31 in old
mice raised P/O by 50% but doubled the phosphorylation capacity
(ATPmax) in vivo in hindlimb muscles (Siegel et al., 2013). This
greater rise in ATPmax than in P/O implies not only improvement in
mitochondrial coupling efficiency but also a rapid rise in the
capacity for electron transport chain (ETC) flux (O2 uptake
capacity). The mechanism for this increase in the ETC flux
capacity is thought to be stabilization of cardiolipin on the inner
mitochondrial membrane, thereby restoring a key bridge in electron
flow through the ETC (Birk et al., 2014; Szeto, 2014). These
treatments demonstrate that there are many sites in oxidative
phosphorylation that are potential targets for treatment to improve
mitochondrial function. What is remarkable about beetroot juice
and SS-31 is their speed of action in raising ATP supply capacity
and exercise performance (1 h!). In contrast, many months of
exercise training are needed to achieve the same goal (Jubrias et al.,
2001). Thus multiple sites in oxidative phosphorylation have the
potential to elevate energy supply and exercise performance – very
rapidly with some treatments – without increasing the mitochondrial
pool.
In this review I evaluate the three major steps in oxidative
phosphorylation for malleability (Fig. 1) (Nicholls and Ferguson,
2002) that can improve exercise performance. The first step is the
ETC, which oxidizes NADH to pump H+ to generate a proton
motive force across the inner mitochondrial membrane. The second
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providing the sink for O2 uptake (Weibel et al., 1991). The same
correlation holds for humans exercising on an ergometer. The
V̇ O2,max elicited by exercise is directly proportional to the
mitochondrial content of the vastus lateralis muscle (Hoppeler
et al., 1973). This association makes sense because the vastus
lateralis consumes nearly 40% of the oxygen during cycling
exercise (see Conley et al., 2000a). The next step to muscle power
output also holds: mitochondrial content varies directly with the
maximum sustained power output by legs during cycling (Hoppeler
et al., 1985). Thus the mitochondrial capacity for using O2 is linked
to the sustained capacity for generating muscle power. This example
illustrates that the steps in the pathway from O2 uptake to aerobic
performance by the legs go through the mitochondria that use O2 to
generate ATP.

ANT
ATPmax
CV
ETC
Km
NA(c,f )
NADH
P/O
Pmax
ROS
V̇ O2,max
V̇ V(mt,f )

adenine nucleotide transporter
mitochondrial phosphorylation capacity
cardiovascular
electron transport chain
substrate affinity in a Michaelis–Menten reaction
capillary density
reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
coupling coefficient for oxidative phosphorylation (ATP/O2÷2)
power output by the legs at the aerobic limit
reactive oxygen species
whole-body capacity for oxygen uptake
mitochondrial volume density

step uses the proton motive force to drive phosphorylation via the
F1F0-ATP synthase. The third step involves short-circuiting the H+
gradient via a number of processes that leak H+ through the inner
mitochondrial membrane, thereby circumventing phosphorylation.
My goal is to evaluate how each step contributes to ATP production
and thereby has impact on exercise performance. The exciting
implication of these insights is that mitochondria have multiple sites
of malleability that provide targets for optimizing function to
improve ATP flux and elevate muscle exercise performance in both
healthy and diseased states.

Testing the ETC–muscle performance link

Setting the pace for oxidation and providing the H+ gradient for
mitochondrial phosphorylation is the ETC. Isolated mitochondria
are found to have a similar density of ETC complexes on the inner
membrane (cristae) of mitochondria among different skeletal
muscles (Schwerzmann et al., 1989). The respiratory capacity of
isolated mitochondria is very near to the maximal oxygen uptake
rate of mitochondria in vivo, as estimated in intact muscles of a wide
variety of animals (i.e. 5 ml O2 ml−1 mitochondria per minute)
(Hoppeler, 1990; Hoppeler and Lindstedt, 1985). Thus the structure
and function of the ETC appears to be highly conserved, providing a
biochemical basis for a uniform maximum oxidation capacity of
mitochondria among mammalian skeletal muscles.

Exercise training provides a test of the connections between
oxidation, mitochondrial content and exercise performance. Eight
weeks of endurance training raised in equal proportions the muscle
mitochondrial content and leg power output (Hoppeler et al., 1985).
Fig. 2A shows this similar relative increase in mitochondrial volume
density [V̇ V(mt,f)] and maximum sustained leg power output on an
ergometer. Paradoxically, a smaller relative change in V̇ O2,max is
apparent. However, Fig. 2B resolves this paradox by showing that it is
the absolute rise in V̇ O2,max that agrees with the predicted rise in O2
uptake by the muscle to generate this leg power output (based on the
oxidative efficiency of power generation by muscle, 2.99 ml
O2 min−1=1 watt). This finding that the predicted rise in O2 uptake
at the muscle level was close to the measured increase in V̇ O2,max at the
whole-body level suggests that training on an ergometer results in
adaptation primarily in the muscles used in cycling (e.g. the quadriceps
and, to a lesser extent, the hamstrings). For example, leg power
output – and therefore O2 uptake – increased by 35%, while wholebody V̇ O2,max increased by only 18%. Thus a large increase occurred in
the leg muscles generating power, while non-locomotory muscles
associated with O2 delivery, such as the heart and diaphragm, most
likely had smaller increases more in accord with the 18% ΔV̇ O2,max.
These endurance-training results illustrate the direct connections from
mitochondria to O2 uptake to muscle exercise performance.

Linking oxidative flux to performance

ETC flux and muscle power output

The constant maximal O2 uptake rate of mitochondria in vivo is
derived from the close association of maximal O2 uptake and the
mitochondrial content of the whole-body musculature across
mammalian species. From mice to nearly elephant-sized
mammals, exercise elicits a maximum O2 flux (V̇ O2,max) that
matches the size of the mitochondrial pool in the musculature

The central role in muscle performance specifically played by the
ETC in mitochondria is apparent in the many studies that have
altered O2 delivery. Breathing hypoxic air results in myoglobin
saturation reaching the critical threshold for limiting mitochondrial
oxidation at lower work rates than under normoxic conditions
(Richardson et al., 1995a,b, 2001). A separate study used blood
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the inner mitochondrial membrane,
showing three processes that underlie oxidative
phosphorylation. (1) The electron transport chain, which
involves NADH oxidation; (2) the uncoupling of oxidation
from phosphorylation by leaking H+ across the inner
mitochondrial membrane (Leak); and (3) phosphorylation to
generate ATP (ATP synthesis). F0-F1 denotes the ATP
synthase, UCP is uncoupling protein and ANT is the
adenine nucleotide transporter.
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Fig. 2. Muscle ultrastructure, leg performance and whole-body
adaptations to endurance training in adults. (A) Comparison of changes in
capillary density [NA(c,f )], volume density of mitochondria [V̇ V(mt,f )], massspecific maintained power, and mass-specific maximal O2 consumption
(V̇ O2,max/Mb). (B) Comparison of the absolute increases in mass-specific
maintained power and V̇ O2,max/Mb. Error bars indicate ±95% confidence
intervals. From Hoppeler et al. (1985), reprinted with permission from the
American Physiological Society.

doping via infusion of erythrocytes to have the opposite effect – to
raise the limit to oxidation. The elevated hemoglobin levels
resulting from red cell re-infusion raised both V̇ O2,max and leg
power output (Turner et al., 1993). However, in neither case –
raising or lowering the cardiovascular (CV) O2 delivery – was a
proportional change found in V̇ O2 or exercise performance (leg
power output). Instead, a smaller change was found in both cases,
which is consistent with the shared role of CV O2 delivery and
mitochondrial oxidation in determining V̇ O2 (Lindstedt and Conley,
2001; Kascar and Burns, 1973). This shared control emphasizes the
crucial role of both the CV delivery and the O2 sink in mitochondria
– the ETC – in exercise performance. Ironically, much effort has
been made to increase CV O2 delivery in athletes, with rather small
effects on V̇ O2,max (Lindstedt and Conley, 2001). Nonetheless, the
small increments that are achieved by altering one of many factors
that contribute to the limits of exercise performance in a world-class
competition may still be enough to make the athlete a winner.
Lower function in aging mitochondria

A disconnection between mitochondria and ATPmax with impact
on exercise performance is evident in old muscle (Conley et al.,
2007a,b,c). This disconnection was evident from a greater loss in
ATPmax than expected based on the reduction in mitochondrial
content in muscle of elderly subjects (68 years old) versus adults
(38 years old) (Conley et al., 2000b). The result was an ATPmax
per mitochondrial content that was approximately half that found
in adult subjects. The lower muscle ATPmax was paralleled by
reduced leg power output per muscle volume at the aerobic limit
(Conley et al., 2013b,c). Thus, reduced mitochondrial content
and lower function per content combine to limit ATPmax in old
muscle, which was reflected in depressed exercise performance in
elderly muscle.
Lower ETC flux in old mitochondria?

Mouse muscle shows many of the same mitochondrial energetic
changes with aging as with humans (Marcinek et al., 2005; Siegel
et al., 2013, 2012). Mitochondrial uncoupling, reduced ATPmax and

lower exercise function are all found in the hindlimb muscles of old
versus young mice (Siegel et al., 2013). A unique finding in mice
is that ETC content actually increases with age in hindlimb muscle
(Siegel et al., 2012), as compared with the net loss in human muscle
that is expected from the reduction in mitochondrial content with
age (Conley et al., 2000b). This rise in ETC content in the face of a
drop in ATPmax suggests that there is a lower capacity for flux
through the ETC in mouse muscle with age. Thus, two parallel
pathways likely contribute to the lower ATPmax of mitochondria
with age in mice. The first pathway is a lower efficiency of
converting O2 uptake into ATP synthesis (low P/O) due to H+ leak
that does not lead to phosphorylation. The second appears to be a
lower capacity for O2 flux to generate ATP resulting from a reduced
oxidative capacity per ETC complex with age.
Elevating ETC flux in old mitochondria

Reversal of these changes with age is found with interventions in
both old mice (described above) and elderly humans. A 6-mo
endurance training (ET) program in elderly human subjects raised
both mitochondrial capacity and exercise performance (Conley
et al., 2013b; Jubrias et al., 2001). These two changes are shown in
Fig. 3 as elevations in ATPmax of the quadriceps (ΔATPmax, 32%)
and the power output by the legs at V̇ O2,max (ΔPmax, 17%). The
smaller rise in Pmax versus ATPmax (Δ17%/Δ32%=0.53) is exactly
what is expected from the 50% contraction efficiency of converting
ATP into muscle work in humans (Nelson et al., 2011).
Identifying mechanisms

We (Conley et al., 2013b) used a combination of mitochondrial and
exercise performance changes to reveal that a decrease in
mitochondrial coupling is a key factor in the lower performance
of elderly versus adult subjects. A similar approach is taken in Fig. 3
to identify the mitochondrial mechanisms underlying the improved
ATPmax with ET in the elderly. This figure shows that the rise in
Pmax was the result of increases in whole-body O2 flux (ΔV̇ O2,max)
and better exercise efficiency, as distinguished by the red horizontal
line. We showed previously that reduced mitochondrial coupling
efficiency can be determined from the quotient of exercise and
contractile efficiency (Conley et al., 2013b), based on a
thermodynamic analysis (Whipp and Wasserman, 1969). Because
fiber type composition did not change with ET in these subjects
(Conley et al., 2013b; Jubrias et al., 2001), the contractile efficiency
is likely also to be unchanged. This leaves the improvement in
mitochondrial coupling efficiency as the predominant determinant
of the greater exercise efficiency. The horizontal red line in Fig. 3
indicates that this estimated mitochondrial efficiency rise represents
approximately one-third of the improvement in ATPmax.
Another one-third of the rise in ATPmax is due to greater
mitochondrial volume density [ΔV̇ V(mt,f )]. However, the red line
indicates that there appears to be more O2 uptake at the whole-body
level (ΔV̇ O2,max) than indicated by ΔV̇ V(mt,f ). This disparity
suggests that an increased O2 flux (ΔETC flux capacity) per
mitochondrial content also contributes to the rise in ATPmax.
Connecting whole-body O2 uptake to mitochondrial O2 flux makes
sense given that ΔV̇ O2,max appears to be largely due to O2 uptake at
the muscle level, as shown in Fig. 2. The elevation in ETC flux
capacity of mitochondria implied by the results shown in Fig. 3 is
consistent with a restoration of the ETC capacity that is lost with age
in both mice and human muscle. It is also consistent with the rapid
mitochondrial functional improvements resulting from treatment by
the targeted antioxidant SS-31 in old mice (Siegel et al., 2013). This
treatment doubled ATPmax but activated only a 50% rise in
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Fig. 3. Mitochondrial ATP production capacity and leg performance
improvements with endurance training in the elderly. Average increases in
mitochondrial ATP production capacity (ΔATPmax) of the quadriceps muscles
and in leg power output at the aerobic capacity (ΔPmax) after a 6-mo endurancetraining (ET) program. The red horizontal line separates the relative
contribution of ΔV̇ O2,max versus Δexercise efficiency to ΔPmax. This line also
provides estimates of the contribution of ΔETC flux (ΔO2 uptake) versus
Δmitochondrial coupling efficiency to ΔATPmax. The Δexercise efficiency at the
whole-body level is likely due to Δmitochondrial efficiency because muscle
fiber types were unchanged with ET. In addition, only half of the change in
ΔV̇ O2,max is accounted for by Δmitochondrial volume density [ΔV̇ V(mt,f )] in
muscle, which points to increased ΔETC flux per mitochondrion (ΔETC flux?) to
account for the other half of the increased O2 flux. The question marks (?)
indicate likely changes at the mitochondrial level based on the measured
changes in whole-body and leg performance.

mitochondrial efficiency (ΔP/O). This discrepancy points to ΔETC
flux capacity of mitochondria as responsible for the other half of the
elevation in ATPmax in these old muscles. These results argue that
low flux per ETC content is an important part of the loss of exercise
performance with age and that the interventions – ET and SS-31 –
help to restore lost mitochondrial capacity and exercise performance
with age. Thus a comparison of changes in mitochondrial and
exercise performance in humans and direct measures of
mitochondrial function in vivo in mice suggests that two
mechanisms underlie ΔATPmax after these interventions: improved
mitochondrial coupling efficiency (P/O) and greater capacity for O2
flux per mitochondrial content (ΔETC flux capacity).
An important implication of reversing functional loss per
mitochondria is that the long-held belief that this age-related
dysfunction is irreversible can be rejected (Harman, 1956). Instead,
there are many processes that are malleable (e.g. low P/O) and some
damage that may be treatable (e.g. cardiolipin oxidation; Birk et al.,
2014; Szeto, 2014) to at least partially restore function of
mitochondria to improve exercise function of old animals,
including elderly humans.
Mitochondrial coupling

The malleability of ATP generation per O2 uptake is well illustrated
by the impact of dietary nitrate. The short-circuiting of
phosphorylation underlying low ATP generated per O2 results
from a number of processes (Fig. 1) and directly reduces exercise
efficiency (Conley et al., 2013b; Larsen et al., 2007; Whipp and
Wasserman, 1969). In addition, the low P/O can also limit the
mitochondrial capacity (ATPmax) to reduce the leg power output at
the aerobic maximum (Conley et al., 2013c). Thus, mechanisms that
bypass phosphorylation represent factors independent of the ETC
that influence both the efficiency and capacity for exercise.

membrane can be facilitated by chemical agents, such as
dinitrophenol (Marcinek et al., 2004), a high proton motive force
(high membrane potential) that increases passive leak (Brand, 2000),
or channels that pass H+ through the membrane (Harper et al., 2004).
Hibernators take advantage of the heat dissipation that accompanies
this leak to warm up to normothermic levels after a winter of low
metabolism and depressed body temperature. This is accomplished
by active mechanisms of uncoupling using hormonal stimulation of
H+ flux via uncoupling channel (UCP1) in brown fat, which raises
oxidation without phosphorylation (Nicholls and Locke, 1984).
Uncoupling in muscle

Less dramatic uncoupling is found in skeletal muscle, but the lower
mitochondrial efficiency nonetheless impacts a number of human
functions. A higher H+ leak in muscle has been suggested to be an
important factor in energy expenditure and body weight regulation.
Higher mitochondrial leak rates have been found in mitochondria
isolated from muscle from individuals that lose weight more quickly
than cohorts with stable weight (Thrush et al., 2014). Supporting
these findings are in vivo measurements that reveal a higher level of
mitochondrial oxidation in individuals exhibiting mitochondrial
uncoupling in human vastus lateralis (Conley et al., 2013a). This
uncoupling was found in sedentary young subjects (P/O=1.4) relative
to active individuals (2.1) of the same age. Independent approaches
have confirmed greater coupling in university students (P/O=2.1;
Cettolo et al., 2007) and active adults (P/O=2.4; Conley et al., 2013b)
that approach the theoretical maximum (2.3–2.5; Brand, 2005).
Isolated mitochondria studies also found improved coupling in
athletic individuals (e.g. Zoll et al., 2002). High coupling levels near
the theoretical maximum indicate a small role for uncoupling
mechanisms in these physically active individuals, and suggests that
part of the high exercise efficiency of athletes (Coyle, 2005) lies not
only in more efficient fiber types but also inmitochondria working at
peak efficiency, as predicted by Whipp and Wasserman (1969).
Uncoupling factors in muscle

Independent studies have found mitochondrial uncoupling in
humans in muscles with higher type I fibers and lipid content
(e.g. tibialis anterior, P/O=2.0; Amara et al., 2007). This is true even
in athletes (soleus muscle; Befroy et al., 2008), compared with
muscles of predominantly type II fiber composition and low lipid
contents (first dorsal interosseous muscle, P/O=2.7; Amara et al.,
2007). This association of uncoupling with high intracellular lipid
content may reflect the role of fatty acid oxidation and
accompanying reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation in H+
leak (Toime and Brand, 2010) that, in turn, results in exercise
inefficiency. Both fatty acids and ROS have been implicated in
elevated H+ leak that is regulated by UCP3 (Costford et al., 2007;
Toime and Brand, 2010). Recently, a connection between ROS
defense via glutathione redox state has been suggested as a
mechanism regulating UCP3 activity in H+ leak (Mailloux et al.,
2013). Reversible glutathionation of UCP3 in response to ROS and
redox state provides a dynamic post-translational mechanism for
regulating mitochondrial uncoupling. It also provides insight into
findings from several studies that show that the UCP3 level is
inversely related to exercise efficiency in humans and other
animals (Mogensen et al., 2006; Schaeffer et al., 2005;
Schrauwen et al., 1999).

Short-circuiting phosphorylation

Many mechanisms uncouple oxidative phosphorylation by
dissipating the H+ gradient without generating ATP. Such nonphosphorylating H+ movement across the inner mitochondrial
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Impact of uncoupling on performance

Both uncoupling in muscle (Amara et al., 2007) and a higher
metabolic cost of locomotion have been repeatedly found among the
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elderly (Hortobagyi et al., 2011; Mian et al., 2006; Ortega and
Farley, 2007, 2015). A mitochondrial basis for this exercise
inefficiency is apparent in two studies using independent
methods. In a comparison of adult and elderly subjects, a lower
mitochondrial coupling efficiency was quantitatively linked to the
reduced cycling efficiency with age (Conley et al., 2013b). This
direct connection of mitochondria to exercise efficiency was
apparent because the other contributing efficiency – contractile
coupling – was not different between the groups. A study of walking
speed in elderly subjects found that mitochondrial efficiency was an
important contributor to reduced exercise capacity (Coen et al.,
2013). In addition, the lower mitochondrial capacity (ATPmax) that
resulted from uncoupling was associated with greater fatigability of
older subjects, which is an important factor limiting the mobility of
the aged (Santanasto et al., 2015). Thus, the impact of mitochondrial
uncoupling on exercise efficiency and capacity affects the mobility
of the elderly in two ways: it limits the speed and the sustainability
of walking.
Improving uncoupling and elevating performance

Treatments that reverse mitochondrial uncoupling provide a direct
test of the link to exercise performance. The effect of dietary nitrate
is an excellent example of how improvement in mitochondrial
coupling elevates exercise efficiency with an acute treatment (Jones,
2014; Larsen et al., 2007). This direct example and the indirect
examples in human endurance training and SS-31 treatment in mice
provide further evidence that raising ATP flux per O2 uptake
represents a path to elevated exercise performance. Thus, reversing
mitochondrial uncoupling is an independent and parallel pathway
from increased ETC flux for elevating exercise performance.
Phosphorylation

The final step in oxidative phosphorylation – the control of ATP
synthesis itself – is also malleable. The need for a flexible control of
phosphorylation lies in the failure of a simple regulation mechanism
to balance mitochondrial ATP synthesis with contractile ATP
demand. This classical feedback mechanism involves the product of
ATP use – ADP – as the signal to activate phosphorylation in
proportion to ATP need (Chance and Williams, 1956). Underlying
this simple feedback are two sophisticated systems that set the ADP
level. The first is the creatine kinase equilibrium (see Conley et al.,
2001), which determines the ADP level based on metabolites that
protect the ATP in the cell (e.g. the high-energy buffer, PCr). The
second is a three-protein complex that bridges the inner and outer
mitochondrial membranes to communicate this ADP to the
mitochondrial matrix (see Perry et al., 2012). In this classic
feedback mechanism, ADP rises with increased ATP demand to
activate greater ATP supply by the mitochondria. However, a
striking example of the failure of this simple system is the finding of
large changes in cardiac oxygen uptake and work without an
apparent change in ADP, as revealed by non-invasive magnetic
resonance studies of intact heart (Balaban et al., 1986). Skeletal
muscle also demonstrates the inadequacy of ADP levels alone to
account for mitochondrial flux (Conley et al., 2001; Jeneson et al.,
2009; Perry et al., 2011). These results indicate that despite an
elegant system that underlies simple feedback control, more
dynamic control is needed to regulate phosphorylation in
proportion to contractile ATP demand.
Additional control mechanisms

A novel regulatory mechanism that fits this large dynamic range
between resting and maximal flux is an allosteric regulation (i.e.
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second-order regulation) of the adenine nucleotide transporter
(ANT) (Jeneson et al., 2009). This model of amplified sensitivity of
mitochondria acts through cooperative binding of ADP that is
analogous to the binding of O2 to hemoglobin. The sensitivity to
ADP is reduced in resting muscle with low ATP demands but rises
sharply with ADP level due to cooperative binding. The result is an
activation system for ATP supply that can meet the low ATP
demand of the resting state as well as the high flux in contracting
muscle. Thus an ADP sensitivity that varies with concentration is
one mechanism that accounts for the high dynamic range of
oxidative phosphorylation between resting and active muscle.
Malleability of ADP affinity (Km)

The large dynamic range of fluxes can also be accommodated by a
shift in the sensitivity to ADP (i.e. a variable Km), which has been
found with exercise (Perry et al., 2012), in athletic individuals (Zoll
et al., 2002) and with dietary interventions (Herbst et al., 2014). The
high Km for ADP activation of phosphorylation under resting
conditions has been found to be greatly reduced with exercise and
training, indicating an adjustable ADP sensitivity. The site for this
change in regulation is suggested to be the transport protein complex
involving three proteins that together bridge the inner mitochondrial
membrane (ANT1), membrane space [mitochondrial creatine kinase
(miCK)] and outer membrane [voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC)] (see fig. 4 in Perry et al., 2012). This protein complex is
responsible for exporting ATP from the matrix in exchange for ADP
import and is driven by the H+ gradient. The suggestion is that
modifying the affinity of miCK results in a shift of the apparent Km
for ADP activation of phosphorylation. The retention of these
changes in Km in permeabilized fibers originating from a muscle
biopsy suggests that covalent post-translational mechanisms are at
play (e.g. phosphorylation, acetylation and glutathionation; Perry
et al., 2012). Translational mechanisms also achieve a shift in the
ADP Km that improves sensitivity to ADP regulation of
phosphorylation, as shown by the effect of a 3-week dietary
Omega-3 supplementation on isolated fiber preparations from
human vastus lateralis (Herbst et al., 2014). Upregulation of ANT
appears to be the basis of the greater sensitivity of the ADP Km that
improves control of phosphorylation. There are also reports of direct
post-translational effects on the F1F0 ATP synthase that modulate
phosphorylation in cardiac tissue (Wang et al., 2013). These results
demonstrate a highly dynamic regulation of phosphorylation with
roles for classic allosteric factors (Jeneson et al., 2009) and
translational modifications (Herbst et al., 2014), as well as emerging
post-translational mechanisms (Wang et al., 2013). Together, their
impact on exercise performance is to provide a sensitive regulation
of ATP supply between rest and exercise, at different exercise levels
and perhaps priming after repeated exercise bouts.
Conclusions

These examples demonstrate that the steps in oxidative
phosphorylation, which transduce substrates into fuel, are not
fixed but remarkably dynamic. Here I have presented evidence of
malleability of the factors determining flux at each stage of oxidative
phosphorylation. These separate sites of regulation mean that
parallel pathways can be targeted to modulate ATP flux.
Improving the coupling of oxidative phosphorylation raises the
efficiency of ATP production, while elevating flux through the ETC
can separately raise the capacity for ATP production. These flux
increases have corresponding effects on the efficiency and capacity
of muscle power production. The importance of these separate
regulatory sites is that parallel pathways can be targeted to modulate
247
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ATP flux with impact on the efficiency and capacity for exercise.
Remarkably, agents that target these sites can improve exercise
performance within an hour of treatment. These treatments reveal
sites that can be manipulated to improve exercise performance even
in healthy young subjects but are likely already optimized to
maximize performance in athletes. Importantly, these treatment
approaches show promise in reversing deficits in function with age
and disease. Thus mitochondrial function can be modulated at
multiple sites with independent affects on ATP flux that have
separate contributions to exercise performance.
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